INTRODUCTION
The theory of traces has been introduced in [12] and became quite popular as an approach to the theory of concurrent events, see, e. g., [1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 18] . In this approach strings (corresponding to observations by sequential observers) are divided into équivalence classes according to an équivalence relation which is induced by a concurrency relation (called also independence relation) describing concurrency of events within a System.
More precisely, this can be described as follows. A concurrent alphabet is a pair <^= <S, C>, where S is a finite alphabet (set of events) and C is a symmetrie and irreflexive relation over E, called the concurrency relation. Two words over E (séquences of events from E) are called C-equivalent> if they can be obtained from each other by successively interchanging adjacent (occurrences of) symbols which are related by C. A trace {over <$) is now simply an équivalence class with respect to C-equivalence and a trace language {over %>) is a set of traces (over c i).
To specify trace languages over a concurrent alphabet <^=<E, C>, one may use string languages (over E) in various ways. Let L be a string language over E and let T be a trace language over c €. (i) T is existentially defined by L if T is the set of all traces which have a représentative in L. This way of claiming is the one used in [12] . Moreover, if L is regular, then we say that T is an existentially regular trace language, see, e. g., [12, 18] . (ii) T is universally defined by L if T is the set of all traces which have all représentati-ves in L. This way of claiming is introduced in [1] . Moreover, if L is regular, then we say that T is a universally regular trace language. (iii) T is defined consistently by L if and only if L is the union of all the traces of T. Moreover, if L is regular, then we say that T is a consistently regular trace language. Consistently regular trace languages have been investigated in [4] , where they are called recognizable trace languages.
It is known that the family of consistently regular trace languages is strictly included in the intersection of existentially and universally regular trace languages, unless the concurrency relation considered is empty (in which case all three classes coincide, see [1] ). The main goal of this paper is the investigation of the relation between existentially regular and universally regular trace languages over a concurrent alphabet. This question is closely related to the problem over which concurrent alphabets existentially regular trace languages are closed under complement.
The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 1, we recall some basic définitions from trace theory. In Section 2 we show that the classes of existentially and universally regular trace languages over a concurrent alpha-bet ( S= < Z, C > coincide if and only if C is "transitive" (we put transitive in quotation, because we mean a restricted kind of transitivity that still ensures irreflexivity). In Section 3 we apply this result to a number of decidability problems: emptiness, inclusion, equality and emptiness of intersection. Moreover, we characterize basic closure properties of trace languages (union, intersection, complement, concaténation and Kleene star) for all three types of regular trace languages. In particular, we show that existentially regular trace languages over a concurrent alphabet ^ = < £, C > are closed under complement if and only if C is "transitive". Finally, in Section 4, we discuss briefly the interprétations of our results in terms of "free partially commutative" monoids.
Remark:
The main result of this paper (Theorem 2.7) was obtained independently in [15] . A référée pointed out that the "if-part" of the main result has also been stated in [6] , however, without an explicit proof.
A first version of this paper contained also a proof of Proposition 3.5. However, a référée indicated that it has already been proved in [8] and in [7] ; another referee pointed out that it has also been stated in [19] , however, without an explicit proof. •
PRELIMINAIRES AND DEFINITIONS
We assume the reader to be familiar with basic formai string language theory (see, e. g., [10, 17] ). We mostly use standard notation and terminology; perhaps only the following points require some additional attention.
For sets A and B> A -B dénotes their différence; 0 dénotes the empty set and for a set A, 2
A dénotes the set of all subsets of A.
We use the the notation of a finite automaton (consistent with [10] ) as a 5-tuple A = (g, E, 5, q, F), where Q is the set of states, I is the input alphabet, 5 is the transition function (from Q x 2 to 2 Q if A is nondeterministic and from Q x £ into Q if A is complete and deterministic), q is the initial state and F is the set of final states.
The shuffle of two string languages K and L is denoted by KUL. Finally, X dénotes the empty word. We need the following notions from the theory of "traces".
A concurrent alphabet is a pair <g= <Z, C>, where £ is a finite nonempty alphabet and C is a symmetrie and irreflexive relation over Z, called concurrency relation. If two symbols a and b are related by a concurrency relation C, then we say that a and b are concurrent in C. Since C is symmetrie and irrefiexive, we may (and will) consider C as a set of two-element subsets of E. We call C complete if, for every a, 6eS with a^b, { a, b}eC and we call C transitive if, for every a, è, c e Z, ( 
c is undefined.)
ter Finally, if T is a trace language existentially (universally, consistently) defined by a regular string language, then we call T an existentially (universally, consistently, respectively) regular trace language. (REGM^REG), ^(REG)) will dénote the class of all existentially (universally, consistently, respectively) regular trace languages over <5f.
The following observations, which are crucial throughout the paper, are easy to prove. OBSERVATION 
1.1: Let
c ê=ÇL, C> be a concurrent alphabet and let L x and L 2 be string languages over E.
Then: (1) [ Remark: Whenever we consider in this paper a décision problem and a regular string language, then it is implicitly assumed that the language is specified by a finite automaton.
•
MAIN RESULT
If, for a concurrent alphabet #, F%(REG) = ^f(REG), then we write briefly that # is of type 3 = V.
In this section we characterize those concurrent alphabets which are of type 3 = V (Theorem 2.7).
We start with a lemma which shows that there are concurrent alphabets which are not of type 3 = V. 
is not a regular string language. Thus, M is not a regular string language, which contradicts the fact that X = Z* M is a regular string language. Consequently, there exists no regular string language K over X such that
v, which proves the lemma.
• From Lemma 2.1 it easily follows that a concurrent alphabet <ê = < E, C > is not of type 3 = V, when C is not transitive.
The main theorem (Theorem 2.7) is now proved by first showing that a concurrent alphabet is of type 3 = V, when the concurrency relation considered is complete. Then we show that the disjoint union of two concurrent alphabets of type 3 = V is again of type 3 = V. This actually shows that a transitive concurrency relation gives rise to a concurrent alphabet of type 3 = V.
We continue with a lemma which shows that whenever we want to prove that a concurrent alphabet # is of type 3 = V, then it is sufficient to prove that ^f (REG) g ^"Jf(REG) (this fact will be used implicitly in the forthcoming proofs). Moreover, this lemma gives also évidence of the close relationship between the question whether a concurrent alphabet is of type 3 = V on the one side and closure properties of &~%(REG) and 3T^(REG) on the other side (this will be treated more extensively in Section 3). Proof: Trivially (2) follows from (1) . Observe that ^(REG) = { T*-T| TeF%(REG)}, Le., ^f(REG) and "y(REG) are "dual" in the sensé that one family contains exactly the compléments of the other family and vice versa. Hence it follows from (2) that !T% (REG) is closed under complement. This implies, also by the above duality, that ^f(REG) is closed under complement. Consequently (3) follows from (2) .
Moreover, the above duality shows that (1) follows from (3).
• In the following lemma we will see that the fact that a concurrent alphabet < ê= <E, C> with complete C is of type 3 = V can be easily derived from the fact that semilinear sets are closed under complement. LEMMA 2. 3: A concurrent alphabet ( ë= < E, C >, where C is complete, is of type 3 = V.
Proof: Let L be a regular string language over E. Then the Parikh image \|/(L) of L is a semilinear set (see [9] for the définitions of the Parikh mapping \|/ and of semilinear sets). The complement of a semilinear set is again a semilinear set, i. e., \|/(E*) -\|/(L) is a semilinear set (which can be effectively given from \|/(L), see Theorem 5.6.2 in [9] ). Since there is a regular string language M with \|/(M) = i|/(E*)-i|/(^)> the regular string language K= E* -M is such that \|/ (E* -
We claim now that 
2). •
The following two lemmas prépare now the proof of the fact that the disjoint union of two concurrent alphabets of type 3 = V is again a concurrent alphabet of type 3 = V. LEMMA Proof: Lét S = Ej U 2 2 , C = C± U C 2 , and let L be a regular string language over S. For the partition (L l9 S 2 ) of E we can find a regular string language K over an alphabet A, a partition (A 1; A 2 ) of A and a regular substitution r| from A* to 2 S * as described in Lemma 2. 5. Let A x = {a l9 . . ., a B } and 2= {&i> • • • » ^m}» where m, n^O. Consider now a regular substitution p from A* to 2 Z *, such that (p(aj, . . ., p(a n )) universally ^rrepresents (^(aj, . . ., T)(««)) and (p(fei), . . ., p(6 m )) universally <^2-represents (r\(b x \ . . ., TJ (&J). The existence of such a substitution follows from Lemma 2.4. It is easily seen that (p(ai), . . ., p(a B )) universally ^-represents (^(aj, . . ., r\(a n )) and that (p(fe 1 ), . . ., p(&J) universally ^-represents (^(bj, . . ., "n(fc m )).
We 
Thus, [L]f = [p(K)]Ç and consequently [L]f e^(REG), which immediately proves the lemma (recall Lemma 2.2).
• Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of the paper.
THEOREM 2.7: A concurrent alphabet ^=<Z, C> is of type 3 = V if and only if C is transitive.
Proof: From Lemmas 2. 3 and 2. 6 it follows that if C is transitive, then î s of type 3 = V (note that if C is transitive, then C is the disjoint union of a fini te number of complete concurrency relations).
If C is not transivitive, then there exist (pairwise different) symbols a, b and c in S, such that {{a, b}, { b, c}} E C, but {a, c} £ C. Using Lemma 2.1, it is easily seen that V is not of type 3 = V. •
APPLICATIONS: DECIDABILITY AND CLOSURE PROPERTIES
In this section we consider a number of applications of our main result. First, it turns out that using the result from the previous section we can show that a number of basic decidability questions concerning trace languages (such as emptiness, inclusion, equality and emptiness of intersection) are decidable for both existentially and universally regular trace languages, provided that the considered concurrency relation is transitive. (Note that for consistently regular trace languages all these decidability questions are obviously decidable for every concurrency relation.)
Secondly, we consider closure properties of trace languages with respect to the classical language opérations, like union, intersection, complement, trace-concatenation and Kleene trace star. For each of these opérations and for all three types of regular trace languages we characterize those concurrency relations which guarantee the closure under the given opérations.
We start with a theorem that states that our main result (Theorem 2.7) holds "effectively". Proof: This can be easily seen, since all constructions in Lemmas 2.3 through 2. 6 are effective.
• We move now to decidability results. (Note that the problem (3 a) from the statement of the next theorem has been proved already in [5] , while the problems (la) and (2a) from the statement of the next theorem have been proved already in [6] ). 
By Theorem 3.1 (2b) follows from (2a). The remaining statements follow now easily from the above and Observation 1.1.
• To put the above results into a better perspective, we mention hère that the equality problem (and hence the inclusion problem) becomes undecidable for existentially regular trace languages and the concurrent alphabet: <^=<{a, b 9 c, d}, {{a, *}, {6, c}, {cd}, {d, a}}>, as it has been shown in [5] . Of course, this means also that these problems become undecidable for universally regular trace languages and this concurrent alphabet (see also [1] ).
We will consider now the closure properties of existentially, universally and consistently regular trace languages. This will be done as follows.
First we state a number of very basic, easily obtainable, closure properties. Secondly we consider four (counter-) examples which will be used to show some négative closure properties. Finally, we settle the (closure under) traceconcatenation problem for consistently regular trace languages. Then the remaining closure properties will follow from Theorem 2.7 and some simple observations. Then: Then it is easily seen by (i) and (ii) above, that:
which is not a regular string language. This implies that L is not a regular string language and proves assertion (1) of the lemma. (1) and (2) By assertion (2) and Lemma 3.3. (2) it follows now directly that (4) Note that the choice of L\ and L 2 implies that: It has been observed already in [18] , that in gênerai ^~J(REG) is not closed under intersection. Moreover, the reader might realize that A* -L x and A* -L 2 (L x and L 2 ), where L x and L 2 are the string languages from the statement of the above lemma, constitute by no means the simplest example to prove that ^"f(REG) (^"f (REG), respectively) is not closed under intersection (union, respectively). For example, one may consider K l = (ab-\-c)* and K 2 = (a + bc)* -then^Jf C\ [K 2 ]s^^~f (REG). However, our choice of L t and L 2 was motivated by the proofs of (3) and (4) of the above lemma.
The following closure property for consistently regular trace languages has been proved independently in [8] and in [7] . PROPOSITION Concerning the other "if and only if C is transitive"-entries, the "if'-parts follow directly from Theorem 2.7 and the "only if'-parts follow from Lemma 3.4. We have characterized those concurrent alphabets, for which a trace language obtained from a regular string language by "existential claiming" can be obtained also from a (possibly different) regular string language by "universal claiming". It turns out that exactly those concurrent alphabets with a transitive concurrency relation have this property. This has implications for decidability questions and closure properties as demonstrated in Section 3.
On the one hand, this result can be considered within the framework of the theory of concurrent events (see [12] ). On the other hand, it represents a result for "partially commutative" languages (subsets of a free "partially commutative" monoid, see, e. g., [11] ): obviously a trace language over a concurrent alphabet <£ =< E, C> is "isomorphic" to a subset of the free monoid £* if C is empty, and it is "isomorphic" to a subset of the'free commutative monoid S ( * } , if C is complete (see, e. g., [16] ). As we have seen, for C empty, our result corresponds to the fact that regular string languages are closed under complement, and, for C complete, it corresponds to the fact that the complement of a semilinear set is a semilinear set. (In case the reader skipped the technical parts of this paper, we mention here explicitely that our proofs are built upon those "boundary results" and that we do not want to sell them here as "easy corrollaries".) Existentially regular trace languages over < S, C > can be regarded as those subsets of the quotient monoid 2*/ = c which can be obtained from finite sets by a finite séquence of opérations union, product and Kleene star (see [12] ). Thus we have demonstrated that these subsets of £*/ = c defined by "regular expressions" are closed under complement (and intersection) if and only if C is transitive. It is also easily seen that universally regular trace languages represent exactly the compléments of these "regular expressions".
While we have been able to settle the closure properties for the basic opérations (such as union, intersection, trace-concatenation, complement and Kleene trace star), we could give sufficient conditions for which the decidability problems like emptiness, inclusion, equality and intersection emptiness are decidable for existentially (and universally) regular trace languages over a concurrent alphabet < E, C >: the problems mentioned are decidable, if C is transitive (as solved already in [5] for equality and in [6] for emptiness and inclusion). Although the problem is known to be undecidable for arbitrary concurrent alphabets {see again [5] ), a characterization of "decidable" concurrent alphabets is still missing and is a topic of (con-) current research.
